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ABSTRACT
This article analyses the ways in which leaders in Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs) in England work to develop shared improvement practices across the schools they operate. It draws on case study evidence gathered as part of a larger mixed methods study (Greany [2018]. Sustainable Improvement in Multi-school Groups. DfE Research report 2017/038. London: Department for Education). There are now more than 1200 MATs in England, operating anywhere between two and 50+ academies within a single organisational structure. A key question facing MAT leaders is whether, where and how far to seek integration between member schools, especially given the argument that such integration can ensure that teaching and learning practices are being consistently applied. The research reveals varying levels of standardisation, alignment and autonomy across different aspects of practice (assessment, curriculum and pedagogy). While some MAT leaders seek to standardise and regulate most areas of practice, others emphasise more organic or co-designed approaches to building shared norms and/or allow space for local contextualisation. Drawing on research into ‘Mergers and Acquisitions’ and ‘Post-Merger Integration’ in organisational studies, we analyse the theories of action which underpin these leaders’ approaches and set out a typology aimed at strengthening understanding of MAT approaches to improvement.
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Introduction
This article analyses the ways in which leaders in Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs) in England work to develop shared improvement practices across the schools they operate. It draws on case study evidence gathered as part of a larger mixed methods study by the authors (Greany 2018; Greany and McGinity forthcoming).
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A MAT is a charitable non-profit company with a board and Chief Executive Officer (CEO), which operates a number of academies via a funding agreement with the Secretary of State for Education (West and Wolfe 2018). By June 2020 there were around 1200 MATs operating around 7600 academies (i.e. more than a third of all schools, and educating about half of all pupils in England). The MAT board and CEO are responsible for all aspects of the operation and performance of member schools, so there is intense pressure on these leaders to demonstrate improvement in school quality, as measured in national tests, exams and Ofsted inspection outcomes (Ehren and Godfrey 2017). Since their initial development before 2010, the growth of MATs has been rapid and sometimes chaotic, representing a fundamental shift in the organisation, structure and operation of England’s school system (Greany and Higham 2018; Courtney and McGinity 2020; Thomson 2020). England’s 152 Local Authorities (LAs), which previously had responsibility for overseeing almost all state-funded schools, have been largely hollowed out, while the emergence of MATs and academies has created a more fragmented and less clearly place-based middle tier, with a stronger role for central government in educational delivery (Crawford et al. 2020; Greany 2020).

Various studies have sought to assess the performance of MATs, including in comparison with other schools nationally (Andrews, 2018; Andrews and Perera 2017; Hutchings and Francis 2017; Bernardinoelli et al. 2018). These analyses show that there are wide variations in performance within the MAT sector, and that the sector as a whole is performing at or slightly below the national average.

Greany and Higham (2018) argue that the growth of MATs has come about predominantly through a process of ‘mergers and acquisitions’ between existing state-funded schools, with only a minority of MAT-run academies opened as new (‘free’) schools. Clearly, there are distinctions between ‘mergers’ and ‘acquisitions’: while a merger can – in theory – be a partnership of equals, an acquisition is by definition a take-over. This distinction has parallels in the MAT sector, because a school can join a MAT in two different ways: higher performing schools can choose to convert to become an academy and can also choose whether to form or join a MAT, whereas schools that are judged to be ‘Inadequate’ by Ofsted will usually be forced (by the Secretary of State) to become a sponsored academy within a MAT. These differences inevitably affect how the school perceives its relationship to the MAT and vice versa – i.e. whether it feels closer to a merger or an acquisition. However, in both cases the academy is subsumed into the MAT and ceases to exist as a separate legal entity.

The issue of how to manage growth and how to integrate any new schools into the existing group’s culture and ways of working is a perennial challenge for MAT leaders (Hill et al. 2012; Ofsted 2019; Simon, James, and Simon 2019). These issues are compounded by the intense accountability pressures on MAT and school leaders, which require them to demonstrate rapid improvements in pupil outcomes and school Ofsted grades. These pressures are
particularly acute in the case of sponsored academies, which tend to operate in
deprived contexts and to perform less well on national benchmarks. Neverthe-
less, the Government has encouraged MATs to grow, based on an argument
that this will increase their capacity, efficiency and effectiveness, with one min-
ister claiming the ‘sweet-spot’ is 12–20 schools (Agnew 2017). 3 Despite this
encouragement, most MATs remain relatively small: for example, in June
2020, more than 80% of MATs had fewer than 10 schools and only 49 had
more than 20 schools.

Whatever the size of the MAT, a key question is whether, where and how far to
seek integration between member schools. Most MATs do appear to integrate
some or all of their ‘back-office’ functions, such as finance, procurement and
Human Resources, based on a view that this will increase efficiency and effective-
ness through economies of scale (Davies, Diamond, and Perry 2019; Ofsted 2019).
The focus here though is on MAT approaches to the integration of core school
improvement related areas, particularly pedagogy, curriculum and assessment.
Integration in these areas requires significant change for classroom teachers and
school leaders, and can be fraught with difficulty when schools with very
different cultures are forced to integrate and demonstrate rapid impact (Birks 2019).

As yet, other than the study reported here, relatively few researchers have
explored these issues in depth. Ofsted’s (2019) review of 41 MATs found wide
variations in how MATs operate, from some that are highly centralised to
others that are highly devolved. The report concludes that the level of centrali-
sation relates to size, because ‘growth requires a measure of standardisation
across a MAT, as well as the centralisation of a range of services and functions’
(Ofsted 2019, 13). Menzies et al. (2018) assessed the ways in which MAT leaders
develop their organisations as they grow, but found no clear links between
specific strategies and levels of performance. The authors argue that MAT
leaders should choose between preserving the autonomy of individual
schools or achieving consistent teaching and pedagogy across the trust, with
consistency achieved through either central direction or a process of ‘collabora-
tive convergence’ (Menzies et al. 2018, 2). Menzies et al. also identify a series of
‘break points’, in terms of growth and size, at which they argue that MATs must
reshape their approach, for example in terms of the scope and focus of the CEO
role, the model of governance and the structure of the core team.

Despite the limited evidence in support of specific approaches to MAT
improvement, the government has encouraged MATs to standardise practices
across member schools. For example, the Department for Education’s (DfE)
‘good practice’ guidance for MATs (2016, 30) states that ‘effective MATs have
taken the opportunity to standardise effective teaching approaches … (which)
has proven to be effective in improving pupil outcomes … (and) can also
help reduce unnecessary work for teachers’.

Given these developments, our interest is in how MAT leaders conceptualise
and approach the process of integrating new schools in terms of school
improvement and teaching practices. Our particular focus is on why and how MAT leaders choose to try and standardise or align improvement related practices across member schools, or whether they grant schools autonomy to pursue distinctive approaches. We argue that such decision making reflects a theory of action for knowledge sharing and practice improvement across these MATs, even though these theories may not always be fully articulated or explicit.

The article is structured as follows. First we summarise key concepts and evidence from the Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) and Post-Merger Integration (PMI) literatures in two areas – structural integration and knowledge transfer. Next we provide a brief summary of the methodology adopted by the main study (Greany 2018). We then set out the main findings in two sections: the first provides an overview of MAT approaches to school improvement, while the second focuses on structural integration and knowledge transfer, in particular through the use of standardisation, alignment and autonomy approaches. We conclude by discussing the implications, setting out a framework for categorising MATs and a typology of different approaches to improvement. Finally, we identify the significance and limitations of the article.

Lessons from the literature

This section is in three parts. The first provides a brief overview of the M&A and PMI literature and explains how this has been drawn on to inform thinking about the integration of new schools into a MAT, including the limitations of doing so. The second focusses on structural integration and the question of how far systems, processes and practices should be standardised or aligned, or left autonomous. It highlights the tendency for acquiring firms to impose systems and processes on the acquired firm, despite evidence that successful integration requires a more sophisticated and multi-stage process. The third part considers knowledge exchange, where various studies have shown that this inherently inter-personal process requires attention to issues of culture and trust as well as the ways in which knowledge is codified, exchanged and applied. These later sections emphasise the importance of leadership, in both the acquiring and acquired organisation, for facilitating mutual exchange and culture-building.

Overview

M&As are common in most sectors, including many parts of the public and voluntary sectors, although the bulk of research in this area has focused on the private sector. M&As are driven by diverse aims, from a need to achieve efficiency or economies of scale, through to entering new markets, eliminating competitors, and acquiring new technologies or forms of expertise. However,
research over several decades shows that many M&As do not achieve their origin-
inal aims (Caves 1989; Hawkins 2005): indeed, Martin (2016, 1) states that ‘typi-
cally 70%–90% of acquisitions are abysmal failures’.

PMI involves the study of ‘the multifaceted, dynamic process through which the acquirer and acquired firm or their components are combined to form a new organization’ (Graebner et al. 2017, 1). Bodner and Capron (2018, 2) highlight the range of issues involved in any merger, perhaps explaining why so many fail:

The PMI process typically comes up against obstacles related to capturing synergy, client disruption, structural integration, employee retention, loss of identity and/or independence, customer retention, emotional trauma, loss of status, and learning challenges.

Clearly, it is important to acknowledge the ways in which publicly-funded and regulated schools/MATs differ from private firms as well as other parts of the public and voluntary sectors. One difference from the private sector is that MATs cannot make a profit and are not beholden to shareholders, meaning that the motives for and outcomes of M&As will be different in a number of significant ways. Secondly, there are often differences in scale and complexity: thus, whereas many M&As occur between large, complex firms, often straddling sectors and time zones, even a large secondary school joining a MAT might bring no more than 200 additional staff. At the same time, education relies on teachers’ commitment, skills and professionalism to a degree that is perhaps rare in the private sector, arguably bringing a level of complexity that is not always present in corporate M&As. We discuss these issues below, but the two points to make here are that: firstly, we see the M&A/PMI literature as offering broad insights that can inform our analysis of MAT theories of action, rather than providing direct comparisons or templates to be followed; secondly, in reviewing the M&A/PMI literature we have focused on the areas which resonate most strongly with the educational contexts and practices we are studying.

**Structural integration**

A key issue which has pre-occupied PMI research and practice is whether and how to pursue structural integration between the acquirer and the acquired organisation. Structural integration and reconfiguration can take place in different ways and to differing extents across different parts of the merging organisations, but any level of integration will raise questions around how far systems, processes and practices should be standardised or aligned, or left autonomous – an issue that Bodner and Capron (2018, 5) call the ‘coordination-autonomy dilemma’. The evidence does suggest that standardisation and alignment can enhance efficiency and effectiveness and can also support improved communication and knowledge flows across the newly combined
organisation (Sarala and Vaara 2010). However, these benefits are far from automatic and it is clear that the process of securing standardisation or alignment can be challenging and can lead to unintended outcomes which might outweigh any benefits.

Haspeslagh and Jemison’s (1991) ‘integration matrix’ differentiates two issues: how far the acquired and acquiring firm require strategic interdependence, and how far the acquired firm needs organisational autonomy. This gives four options, which Graebner et al. (2017, 5) describe as follows:

The “holding” approach involves virtually no operational changes, with the target firm remaining essentially independent. The “absorption” approach involves complete consolidation, resulting in dissolution of the boundary between acquirer and target ... “Preservation” involves selective engagement in areas in which there are interdependencies or opportunities for learning, while the acquirer manages the target’s other functions at arm’s length. Finally, a “symbiotic” approach involves a gradual progression from autonomy to full “amalgamation,” in which the two organizations create a “new, unique identity”. (Haspeslagh and Jemison 1991, 231)

However, in practice, Haspeslagh and Jemison found that all too often, ‘firms automatically impose their administrative systems and practices on the acquired firm without considering whether these systems are right in the new setting’ (1991, 120), while Mirvis and Marks described a ‘sense of superiority’ which leads the acquiring firm to assume its ‘procedures, policies, and systems are superior to those of the purchased firm’ (1992, 97).

The ‘sense of superiority’ common among acquiring firms is symptomatic of a wider problem according to Martin (2016, 1), who argues that ‘companies that focus on what they are going to get from an acquisition are less likely to succeed than those that focus on what they have to give it’. According to Martin, companies in ‘take’ mode are focused on what they can gain from the deal rather than the value they can add, but these companies often find they are unable to secure the expected benefits, such as reduced operating costs. By contrast, companies in ‘give’ mode are more focused on how they can improve and grow the acquired business, and therefore the partnership as a whole. Martin concludes that these acquirers ‘give’ by being better providers of capital, providing valuable managerial oversight, transferring skills or sharing valuable capabilities. His key point is thus that the merger must be seen – as far as possible – as a partnership of equals, rather than a takeover. Or, as Bodner and Capron (2018, 17) conclude:

Merging firms, both acquirer and target, need to find internal alignment on the motivation behind an acquisition, such as leveraging knowledge or capabilities, and choose the level of integration accordingly, before defining the degree of structural integration.

This more nuanced approach fits with arguments made by Graebner et al., who conclude that ‘integration is not only multidimensional but also a multistage
process’ (Graebner et al. 2017, 5). This view recognises that PMI must pay attention to complex socio-cultural issues, such as organisational cultures, trust and affective responses to change among staff, alongside the integration of structures, systems and processes. For example, Birkinshaw, Bresman, and Hakanson (2000) found that successful integration tended to require two phases: a first phase focused on ‘human integration’, for example by fostering mutual respect and cultural alignment, and a second phase, 3–5 years in, when the focus is on task integration and performance.

Knowledge transfer

Analyses of knowledge transfer in PMI focus on socio-cultural as well as structural integration issues. Sarala et al. (2016, 1235) define knowledge transfer as ‘the successful transmission of knowledge, including the sending or presenting of knowledge to a potential recipient and the absorption of knowledge by the recipient’. Empson (2001, 843) notes that ‘knowledge transfer is above all an inter-personal process … Individuals cannot be compelled to share knowledge with others, but can only do so willingly’.

Part of the challenge is that so much professional knowledge is tacit and socially embedded, making it hard to transfer even within a single organisation, let alone between two recently merged organisations where shared norms and levels of inter-personal as well as inter-organisational trust are likely to be lower. Empson’s (2001, 843) longitudinal research focussed on knowledge transfer in six professional services companies engaged in M&As, finding that ‘individuals will resist knowledge transfer when they perceive fundamental differences in the form of the knowledge base and the organizational image of the combining firms’ (Empson 2001, 857). The firms she studied differed in the extent to which they relied on formally codified or more tacit forms of knowledge, with each type of knowledge being seen to have pitfalls as well as benefits. While codified knowledge might be seen as ostensibly easier to exchange, the process of codifying it was seen by some employees to have reduced its value, making it overly simplistic or low level in their view. Equally, tacit knowledge, for example about the needs and preferences of a particular customer, was often seen to be valuable, making individuals reluctant to share if they thought that doing so might reduce their status. Empson (2001, 857) concluded that two ‘fears’ – of exploitation and contamination – shape propensity to share knowledge, and that these are driven by ‘a complex combination of factors which encompass both organizational and individual, commercial and personal, and objective and subjective factors’.

In practice, similarly to structural integration, the tendency is for acquiring firms to impose their existing knowledge onto the acquired firm ‘regardless of its applicability’ (Graebner et al, 2017, 10). Such approaches appear to reflect Bodner and Capron’s (2018, 7) observation that senior managers
responsible for overseeing PMI processes often limit their potential due to their ‘bounded rationality, reflected in a tendency for local search, excessive use of previous templates, overreliance on routines, and limited appreciation of the M&A uniqueness’. However, such leadership approaches are not universal. Graebner’s (2004) research in knowledge based technology firms found that leaders within the acquired firm can play a central role in successful PMI by ‘address(ing) employees’ emergent concerns … maintain(ing) productive momentum … and using their familiarity with their own firms’ knowledge and technologies to identify opportunities for resource redeployment and reconfiguration across the merging firms’ (ibid, 9). Of course, ‘acquired leaders were only able to perform this function if they were given cross-organizational responsibilities in the combined firm’ and if ‘the target’s knowledge is preserved rather than replaced’ (ibid, 9).

Sarala et al. (2016) conclude that successful knowledge transfer in PMI contexts requires the strengthening of inter-firm linkages, including through effective and adaptive HR and governance approaches and the fostering of knowledge-sharing routines. Trust, which is reflected in the ‘willingness of employees to be vulnerable to the partner firm because they expect the partner firm to have positive intentions’ (Sarala et al. 2016, 1235), is an important precursor for knowledge-sharing and for overcoming the fear of exploitation and contamination. In addition, and in line with the finding from Birkinshaw et al. outlined above, a process of cultural integration is required to support alignment of ‘the assumptions, values, and norms of the merging firms through convergence (the firms become more similar along existing cultural dimensions) or through crossvergence (new cultural dimensions are created)’ (Birkinshaw et al. 2000, 1236).

Methods

The research involved twenty-three detailed MAT case studies, which form the core of the analysis in this article. These cases were purposively sampled to reflect a range of performance profiles (13 × ‘above average’, 5 × ‘average’ and 5 × ‘below average’ performers) and size bands (6 × small i.e. 3–6 schools; 9 × medium i.e. 7–14 schools; and 8 × large i.e. 15+ schools). In addition, we sought to achieve a balance in terms of trusts with different characteristics and working with schools in different phases, socio-economic circumstances and geographic areas.

Each case study visit lasted two days, visiting the MAT central office and two or three schools in most cases. In total, 231 semi-structured interviews were undertaken with a range of central and school-based MAT leaders, including the CEO, members of the central school improvement team, executive heads, school principals, deputy principals and middle leaders. Each case study was written up using a standard template and was then coded separately by two
members of the research team using a combination of top-down and bottom-up codes. Cross-case analysis was undertaken separately by three members of the team to identify common themes, with emerging codes and themes agreed through an iterative process. These emerging findings were tested and refined through a workshop involving the full case study research team and a focus group with leaders from the case study sites.

The research also included a national online survey of MAT leaders (i.e. CEOs and other central team staff, $n = 209$) and MAT headteachers ($n = 150$), which informs the analysis here but is not drawn on specifically.

Ethical approval was secured from the UCL Institute of Education’s Research Ethics Committee.

**School improvement in MATs**

The research explored approaches to school improvement in MATs. It did not specifically focus on the integration of new schools into existing MATs, however all the case-study MATs had incorporated new schools in recent years and so the question of how to secure improvement in both existing and newly joined schools was a central theme of the research.

There was a diversity of contexts, approaches and outcomes across the sample. Approaches to the integration of school improvement ranged from highly centralised at one extreme, to largely de-centralised at the other. Even within some of the more centralised MATs, practices were rarely homogenous: for example, one medium-sized trust claimed to have developed a shared language for learning and common pedagogical approach across all its schools, but interviews within individual schools revealed mixed levels of take up and a degree of surface implementation.

A number of factors appear to influence how MATs conceptualise and operationalise their approach to integration and improvement, including: when and how the MAT was established; its size and rate of growth; the context and composition of its schools (including the mix of primary/secondary phases and performance on national accountability metrics); and the beliefs and values of its founding leader(s). The breadth of these factors helps to explain why MAT approaches are so diverse, although the findings do support some broad generalisations. These include that: MATs tend to be more prescriptive with sponsored academies and in ‘turnaround’ situations, while MATs made up of mainly converter academies tend to be more decentralised.

There were broad common areas of focus across all MATs in the sample. These are represented in the five ‘fundamentals’ and five ‘strategic areas’ shown in Figure 1. The ‘fundamentals’ were identifiable in all the trusts visited, but were most apparent in MATs undertaking ‘turnaround’ work with newly sponsored and under-performing schools.
In practice, action on the five strategic areas was dynamic and inter-connected. For example, MAT leaders recognised that investing in ‘people, learning and capacity’ through MAT-wide professional development programmes was also a way of building staff commitment to a shared ‘vision, values, strategy and culture’. That said, relatively few MAT leaders could articulate a clear theory of action for how they were working to develop a coherent MAT improvement model for all schools. Rather, the focus tended to be on how to identify and address under-performance in specific schools. One notable exception was a CEO who explained how the MAT’s approach to improvement had evolved over time and as the trust grew. This had developed in three phases: in the first phase, when the trust included just three schools, support came from the founding school (‘the mothership’); as more schools joined this proved unviable, so the MAT adopted a ‘leadership+ model’, based on deploying excellent leadership into new schools, with some initial additional support from the Deputy CEO; phase 3 developed once the trust had nine schools and realised that it faced a shortage of excellent headteachers and that relying on these ‘heroic’ individuals was unsustainable, to it had started to build the capacity of its central team and to apply more standardised curriculum and pedagogical tools and approaches across all its schools.

Space does not permit a detailed exploration of all the related findings, but we highlight two aspects which have a bearing on how MATs approach the integration of new schools and how far they seek to standardise practices.

The first is ‘vision and values’, where we observed two broad approaches. One group of MATs had a relatively narrow, performance driven focus; for example, using Ofsted language to reflect their core mission (e.g. ‘Good or better every day’). The second group also focused on performance, but reflected a wider purpose as well: for some this was a faith-based ethos; others were committed to maintaining a comprehensive intake and inclusive approach; others adhered to a particular pedagogical or curriculum-related philosophy.
The second relates to the decision-making approach of the MAT CEO, where three distinct approaches were apparent. The first was directive; for example, one CEO in a small MAT explained ‘If you want to be in our trust, we’re the design authority’. The second was paternalistic; for example, leaders in several MATs referred to their schools as a ‘family’, with themselves clearly positioned as the head who set the culture and made decisions in the schools’ best interests. The third was more transparent; in these MATs, leaders would involve headteachers and other staff in decision-making, leading to defined and collectively owned principles, for example around how limited resources might be prioritised and allocated among schools.

Structural integration and knowledge exchange in MATs

MAT leaders were wrestling with many of the issues outlined above from the M&A/PMI literature, specifically in relation to the integration of schools and how best to ensure that professional knowledge and practices were shared and applied across the group.

Taking on new (particularly underperforming) schools was frequently described as part of the MAT’s ‘moral purpose’, although it was clear that MAT leaders also saw wider benefits, such as development opportunities for existing staff, additional income, and/or prestige (Simon, James, and Simon 2019). However, growth also carried risks, for example if the MAT did not have the capacity to support a new school, or if the costs involved in doing so would be prohibitive. Most of the below average performing MATs in the sample had clearly taken on too many challenging schools in the past, with too little attention paid to how they would integrate and support them. Over time, most MATs had developed more sophisticated approaches to ‘due diligence’, with staff spending time in any potential new school to assess its capacity, culture and improvement needs – ‘we pore over everything’ (MAT CEO).

In terms of structural integration, two of the case-study MATs had relatively flat structures, with the CEO facilitating shared decision-making among member-school principals. These two trusts were comprised of high-performing, converter academies, each of which retained significant autonomy and with few shared systems and processes across the trust. The remaining trusts operated more hierarchically, albeit to differing degrees: in these MATs the board and CEO retained central control, with a Scheme of Delegation identifying which decisions could be made at a local level. The most extreme example of hierarchical control was a CEO who had taken over a large, below average performing MAT. He explained that his ‘biggest and most important change’ had been to the Scheme of Delegation ‘to make clear that the CEO has overall accountability and responsibility’. He had also enforced what he called an ‘80/20 model’ across all the MAT’s schools – meaning that 80% of
practices were standardised, while 20% could be adapted locally. In practice this meant that all ten secondary schools taught the same curriculum, to the same timetable, with a standardised lesson structure and a common assessment and reporting system. Examples given of local adaptation – i.e. the 20% – were limited to specific areas, such as how to introduce a lesson.

In order to assess how improvement work was structured in the case-study MATs, the research adopted the following definitions:

i Earned autonomy – ‘Individual schools are largely autonomous and can decide their own approach, except where performance is poor’

ii School-to-school – ‘Most of the school improvement activity in our MAT draws on school-to-school support – the central team is small and plays a facilitating role’

iii Centralised – ‘The central team is the driving force for school improvement in our MAT and is where most of the capacity sits’.

Among the medium and larger-sized MATs in the sample there was a convergence of practice in most cases, with a core reliance on centrally employed staff, sometimes augmented through the use of centrally brokered school-to-school support and (at least for higher performing schools) some level of earned autonomy. In a large MAT, this might mean that a principal would have an Executive Head or Regional Director as their line-manager – with a remit to both challenge and support them (usually alongside an academy-level governing council). In addition, a group of subject and other specialists would be employed centrally and deployed (by the CEO or Executive Head) to support any schools that required additional capacity, for example because the school’s test results were poor or to prepare for an expected Ofsted inspection. In some cases, this central team capacity might be augmented by staff or leaders drawn from other, higher-performing schools in the group. Higher performing schools might be given more freedom to operate (i.e. earned autonomy), while lower performing schools would generally be subject to greater scrutiny and intervention.

The question of whether, where and how to standardise or align practices across a MAT was significant and often contentious. Most MAT leaders were concerned that imposed standardisation could reduce professional ownership and limit the scope for adaptation to the needs of different schools and contexts. However they also saw benefits in aligning or standardising practices, for example to provide comparable data on performance and so that effective practices could be shared and applied consistently.

The research focussed on the following definitions:

• Autonomous practice – ‘each individual school being able to decide its own approach’
- Aligned practice – ‘an agreed approach that is widely adopted, but on a voluntary basis’
- Standardised practice – ‘a single required approach that all schools must adopt’

The vast majority of case-study MATs had either standardised or aligned practices in relation to pupil assessment and data reporting. In contrast, the majority of MATs – particularly the medium and large above average performing ones – were not adopting standardised approaches to the curriculum or pedagogical practices. A categorisation of the case study MATs in these two areas is included in Annex A. This shows that just three of the MATs had standardised most aspects of curriculum and pedagogy (including the ‘80/20’ MAT described above) while one additional MAT had standardised its curriculum, but the remainder (n = 19) remain either autonomous or aligned. The categorisation includes the MAT size and performance band, but suggests no clear patterns: for example, above average performing MATs appear in the autonomous, aligned and standardised boxes.

The process of aligning or standardising practices was challenging for leaders, particularly in MATs where the pre-existing culture was predicated on high-levels of school autonomy. A minority of leaders adopted a ‘bullish’ approach in driving through changes, whereas the majority worked in ways to achieve consensus. For example, one Regional Director at a large, above average performing MAT explained:

We celebrate the uniqueness of the schools, it isn’t a blanket “we’ll all do this” … In order for each school to thrive, it has to be owned by their own staff … we hold on to that, where is the balance between standardisation and autonomy, how much of this do we need to be adopted, how much can be adapted and how much are we going to allow the schools to fly in their own right?

Finally, the research identified three approaches to actually developing shared practices. The first, ‘roll-out’, involves developing a new approach in one school and packaging it up into a defined model before implementing it across the remaining schools through the use of handbooks, tightly scripted resources and training. The second, ‘co-design’, involves bringing key staff together through subject networks and collaborative development projects to facilitate the development of an agreed approach, which is then formalised and embedded it into trust-wide policies and development programmes. The third, ‘organic’, requires an emphasis on trust and collaboration between staff at different levels and the development of shared underpinning principles or values, backed by routines which support knowledge sharing and peer evaluation.

The various strategies described in this section were applied in hybrid and often evolving ways in each MAT. However, certain combinations were
common. For example, the MATs that were focussed on securing high-levels of standardisation in all areas tended to have a relatively narrow, performance-driven focus, a directive decision-making approach, a centralised structure and a roll-out approach to replicating practice. By contrast, the MATs that were seeking to develop alignment across schools tended to adopt more a consensual and transparent approach to decision-making and to rely on co-design or organic approaches to replicating practices. We develop our assessment of these combinations further in the following section, where we set out a typology of four MAT approaches to improvement.

Discussion

Direct comparisons between the M&A/PMI literature and MATs would be inappropriate, due to the distinctive context of publicly funded and regulated schooling. Furthermore, our study did not encompass the ‘back-office’ aspects of MAT operations and was not specifically focused on the integration of new schools, so we are not able to make comprehensive assessments of their structural integration. Nevertheless, as we outline below, the M&A/PMI literature can help to illuminate some of the strengths and weaknesses of MAT approaches to growth and knowledge exchange. We conclude by setting out a framework for categorising MAT approaches to improvement based on four dimensions – purpose, performance, process and people. This categorisation supports a typology of four distinctive approaches – family, kingdom, machine and institution – which we sketch out briefly.

Our findings indicate that MAT approaches to integration and knowledge transfer do reflect common assumptions and practices observed in other sectors. Thus, just as Mirvis and Marks (1992, 97) identify a ‘sense of superiority’ in acquiring firms and Graebner (2017, 10) finds that acquirers tend to impose their existing knowledge onto new firms ‘regardless of its applicability’, so we see that MATs frequently require new schools to adopt existing models in relation to assessment, curriculum and pedagogy. This is particularly the case for sponsored academies, which are often assumed to be deficient in all areas. Yet in their study, Simon, James, and Simon (2019, 7) found that for most sponsored academies ‘the difficulties they face reside in financial management rather than the core business of teaching and learning’, indicating that any assumption of a need to impose existing practices could be misguided. The MATs that had adopted standardised approaches to curriculum and pedagogy (see Annex A) were the most likely to impose their approach onto newly joined schools, but even in trusts that were less standardised overall it was still common to impose practices on these schools, albeit in a slightly more nuanced way. For example, the Primary Director in one large, above average performing MAT explained: ‘where a school is failing we will put in the
curriculum, but we adopt different approaches to fit the school, we don’t do Stepford Wives’.

As we note above, MATs have become more focussed on and sophisticated in under-taking ‘due diligence’ exercises, through which they assess the needs of prospective new schools before taking them on. While these assessments might, potentially, identify strengths as well as weaknesses in these schools, we found no evidence that MATs were open to learning from the sponsored academies they took on, which were invariably described by MAT staff as ‘failing’ or ‘inadequate’. Thus it seems more likely that the MAT due diligence processes are closer to the PMI behaviours identified by Bodner and Capron (2018, 7) – i.e. ‘bounded rationality, reflected in a tendency for local search, excessive use of previous templates, overreliance on routines, and limited appreciation of the M&A uniqueness’.

Turning to the issue of knowledge transfer, Graebner (2004) found that leaders within the acquired organisation can play a central role in successful PMI and knowledge transfer, but only if they are given cross-organisational responsibilities. As we describe in detail in the main report (Greany 2018), the research found that most MATs were focused on developing and retaining staff and on identifying and developing leadership potential, often with sophisticated systems and processes for doing this. However, in the case of newly sponsored academies we heard that staff turnover was high, with more than 50% of existing staff often leaving within the first year after sponsorship. As we highlight in the ‘five fundamentals’ above, MATs tend to place their own leaders into newly sponsored schools. This finding is supported by Worth’s (2017) statistical analysis of staff recruitment, retention and turn-over in MATs, which shows that MATs have higher levels of both recruitment and turn-over than non-MAT schools and also higher levels of staff movements between schools, particularly at leadership level. This indicates that in the case of sponsored academies the opportunities for mutual knowledge transfer, with leaders in the acquired school being given cross-organisational responsibilities to support this, are extremely limited.

Turning to knowledge transfer between existing schools within MATs, the picture is more positive. The emphasis on aligning practices and investing in staff collaboration and development in many MATs suggests that these trusts recognise, intuitively, the findings relating to successful knowledge transfer outlined above: for example, that it is an inter-personal process which requires trust and the adoption of shared routines. An interesting question here is how far this knowledge transfer benefits from being codified (for example, into formal curriculum schemes or professional development programmes) or whether it might usefully remain tacit, allowing it to be shared informally between staff in collaborative cultures. The standardised and co-design models described above emphasise a codified approach, while the organic model could be seen to support more tacit forms of knowledge transfer. Assessing the
applicability and impact of these different approaches is beyond the scope of this paper, but appears worthy of further study.

Successful knowledge transfer between schools in MATs is influenced by the wider structural and socio-cultural integration issues outlined above, and what Bodner and Capron (2018, 5) call the ‘coordination-autonomy dilemma’. As we have shown, the MATs in the study have adopted different approaches, from highly centralised to largely distributed. We have also indicated the distinctive nature of the MAT sector, with differences between converter and sponsored academies and the pressures exerted by the national regulatory framework (i.e. to demonstrate rapid improvement, to grow and to standardise practices etc).

In order to illustrate the main areas that the MATs in our study were focused on and that differentiated their approach to these areas, we have developed the framework shown in Figure 2, below.

The framework reflects a grounded attempt to theorise the issues and approaches we observed, but it is also informed by the wider M&A/PMI literature and Morgan’s (2006) synthesis of the organisational literature, as we explain below. The framework includes four dimensions – purpose-driven, performance-driven, people-driven and process-driven. These dimensions reflect what we see as the main areas that MAT leaders focus on as they seek to develop and integrate their new organisations. Importantly, the four dimensions are not mutually exclusive. So, for example, we identified MATs with a strong faith ethos or commitment to a set of values (e.g. inclusion) that underpinned their ‘purpose’, but these MATs invariably had a parallel focus on ‘performance’. Similarly, we identified MATs with a predominant focus on ‘performance’ (as measured through national tests and Ofsted grades), but these MATs would invariably claim they had a wider purpose (e.g. social mobility). In the same vein, some MATs prioritised ‘people’ issues while others were more clearly ‘process’ focused, but the two are not mutually exclusive.

In assessing the MATs that fall into each quadrant, we developed four descriptors – family, kingdom, machine and institution. These four descriptors are intended to provide broad heuristic devices aimed at characterising different MAT approaches and culture. The table in Figure 2 provides headline characteristics for each one, while Annex B provides more detailed descriptions and our own assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of each approach. As shown in Figure 2, each of the four descriptors is associated with a quadrant of the framework, indicating that it reflects a dominant (but not exclusive) focus on two of the four areas (i.e. ‘purpose and people’ = family). In developing the descriptors for each quadrant we were inspired by Gareth Morgan’s (2006) use of metaphors to characterise different perspectives on how organisations are conceived. Indeed, our use of ‘machine’ for the ‘performance and process’ quadrant reflects a similar Taylorist interpretation to Morgan’s. The other three names aim to capture the dominant areas of focus in each case as well
as the values and cultures of the MATs we observed. In the case of ‘family’, we adopt language used by several interviewees, while the other two names reflect concepts from the wider literature: thus, ‘Kingdom’ MATs reflect the notion of Founder Syndrome (Block and Rosenberg 2002), while ‘Institution’ MATs reflect a focus on shared values and wider outcomes that chimes with the neo-institutional literature (Glatter 2017).

**Figure 2.** Framework for categorising MAT approaches to integration and knowledge transfer.
Conclusion

This article has explored the integration of new academies and knowledge exchange approaches in MATs, informed by M&A/PMI literature derived from other sectors.

In reflecting on the findings, we note that M&A scholars suggest that 70-90% of acquisitions in the private sector are ‘abysmal failures’ and the argument that acquiring companies should approach M&As in ‘give’ rather than ‘take’ mode (Martin 2016). The issue of MAT failures – either at entire MAT level or in terms of whether specific sponsorship arrangements succeed or not – has not been studied in depth. Robertson and Dickens (2018) identified 91 MATs that closed or merged with another MAT between 2014 and 2018. This included some high profile cases of MATs that officially failed and were closed down by the government, while others have been ‘paused’ (i.e. prevented from growing) due to performance concerns (Greany and Scott, 2014). Many more individual academies have been re-brokered out of one MAT and into another, often as a result of formal intervention by the Department for Education. Allen-Kinross (2019) reports that 307 academies moved to a new trust in 2018–2019, equating to 3.6 per cent of all open academies in England. This suggests that while M&As in the MAT sector are by no means always successful, the official ‘failure’ rate is nevertheless well below that seen in other sectors. Clearly, any such comparison requires caution, due to different measurement criteria between sectors: while ‘failure’ in the private sector might be assessed through profit and loss, in the MAT sector it appears to reflect only serious financial mismanagement or sustained poor performance on academic outcomes. Nevertheless, it seems fair to argue that most MATs take on under-performing schools driven by a desire to make a positive difference – in ‘give’ rather than ‘take’ mode.

Finally, we consider the significance and limitations of this article. Its contribution includes new empirical findings and an original framework for categorising MAT approaches, derived through a grounded approach but informed by wider organisational literature. Inevitably, the analysis also has limitations, some of which we discuss above relating to the limits of comparing M&A/PMI findings across sectors. Other limitations include the focus on approaches to school improvement, rather than wider structural integration, in the research, and the lack of opportunity to test and refine the categorisation framework with a wider pool of MATs.

Notes

1. This figure includes all academy trusts with two or more schools – see https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/open-academies-and-academy-projects-in-development.
2. These decisions are subject to approval from the Secretary of State and require adherence to various official processes – see https://www.gov.uk/guidance/convert-to-an-academy-information-for-schools (accessed 22 July 2020).
3. This argument is challenged by Bernardinelli et al.’s (2018) statistical analysis, which indicates that while smaller MATs (2–3 schools) make a positive impact on pupil outcomes overall, larger MATs (16+ schools) actually have a negative impact.

4. The research also included eight case studies of non-MAT collaborative structures, not drawn on here.


6. Detailed findings are available in the main report (Greany 2018).

7. It is notable that he does not mention the board’s role here.
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Annex A. Standardisation, alignment and autonomy on curriculum and pedagogy in MATs: categorisation by performance and size of MAT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedagogy – Decisions about how students are taught</th>
<th>Curriculum – Decisions about what is taught</th>
<th>Pedagogy – Decisions about how students are taught</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schools are autonomous (and practices are largely distinct)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 above average performing MATs (1 × large, 2 × medium, 1 × small)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 average performing MAT (1 × large, 1 × medium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 below average MAT (medium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aligned across group (most/all schools work within an agreed framework)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 above average performing MATs (2 × large, 2 × medium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 below average performing MAT (large)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standardised (prescribed) across group</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 above average performing MATs (1 × large, 1 × small)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 average performing MATs (1 × large, 1 × medium)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 below average performing MAT (1 × medium, 1 × small)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2 above average performing MATs (small)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 below average performing MAT (large)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Annex B. The four MAT types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family</strong></td>
<td>Purpose and people focus</td>
<td>A family affair: leadership from a tight-knit team with shared values (sometimes shared faith), who set the tone for a strong, shared culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paternalism: leadership team tend to make decisions on behalf of schools in their best interests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kingdom</strong></td>
<td>People and performance focus</td>
<td>Leadership: charismatic leadership, usually from CEO/proprietor, enables rapid and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>Performance and process focus</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>decisive approach, but can descend into leadership by dictat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Credibility: A reliance on known and trusted people, often drawn from the founding school, to enact improvement work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>An efficient and replicable approach: tried and tested systems and processes have been clearly codified and are prescribed for all schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Relentless and hierarchical: focus on trust-wide performance improvement, hierarchical model led by central team with limited school-level autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Purpose and process focus</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machine</td>
<td>Performance and process focus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institution</td>
<td>Purpose and process focus</td>
<td>Alignment: High level values are translated into practical systems and processes which enact them</td>
<td>Emphasis on values and wider outcomes can help to secure stakeholder commitment</td>
<td>Decision-making can be cumbersome, with lack of clarity around who decides and how outcomes will be assessed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diffused effort: emphasis on wider purposes and processes can lead to loss of focus on core performance and outcomes</td>
<td>Alignment between values and processes to enact them supports sustainable improvement</td>
<td>Lack of attention to people can feel impersonal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>